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It was found that calculation of stresses arising in a bead seal can be simplified 
by computing the stresses in two equivalent sandwich seals. Equations for the 
calculation of stresses in the glass element of the seal are derived. A good agree
ment between the experimental and computed temperature dependence of the 
stresses was found. 

INTRODUCTION 

The extensive stresses, which can arise in glass during annealing, are the main 
cause of failures in glass-to-metal joints in electrical vacuum devices. The stress 
values can be strongly influenced by changes in the temperature-time conditions 
of the seal annealing schedules. The experimental trial-and-error method is quite 
often ineffective because of the great number of possible variations involved. A ra
tional choice of the annealing schedule for glass-to-metal seals should be based 
on a mathematical analysis of the stresses arising in the glass element of the seal. 

Structural and mechanical relaxation in the glass element of a seal [l ], [2] is 
an important factor determining the stresses in glass-to-metal seals. The fractional 
exponent, proposed by Kohlrausch [3], is often applied in the description of relaxat
ion processes in glass. Numerous experimental data show that glass is a linear 
viscoelastic material (see e.g. [4]). The relaxation processes become too complex 
when the temperature and the fictive temperature of glass seal element vary, so 
that it is advisable to use an electronic computer to predict the results of annealing 

THEORETICAL 

Sandwich (Fig. la) and bead (Fig. lb) seals are often used as a base for the eva
luation of stresses in glass-to-metal joints of electronic devices (see e.g. [2], [5]). 
The algorithm of stress calculation in a sandwich seal during its annealing according 
to a given temperature-time schedule, derived in [6] (also refer to [2]) includes: 
1. computing the fictive temperature of glass, its viscosity and dilatometric length;
2. calculating the stresses depending on the difference between the thermal expan
sion of glass and metal and on the rate of stress relaxation. The uniformity of the
state of stress in the glass layer of the sandwich allowed to use a simple algorithm,
based on computing the so-called free size (l], [2], [6] of the glass component.

It is far more difficult to use an algorithm of this type for a bead seal, as this is 
characterized by different values of radial Cfr, tangential a0 and a'xial Cfz stresses. 
In addition to this, Cfr and ae are variable along the radius of the seal. Application 
of the algorithm, based on computing the "free sizes" of the glass element in three 
directions, would require the glass element to be divided into several layers. 
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Fig. 1. The types of glass-to-metal seals; 
a - sandwich seal, b - bead seal; 1 - glass, 2 - metal. 

A visco-elasticity analysis for a bead seal was presented in [7]. However, the equations obtained appear to be too complex. This can hamper the use of the respectivealgorithm by other investigators and the application of the method for the analysisof stresses in more complex glass-to-metal seals. To simplify the calculations one can use the idea that the stresses in a bead sealrelax similarly to those in the sandwich seal which has the same rigidity ratio. Thisassumption was utilized in [2] for very rough approximations. Below it will beshown how the idea can be employed to develop an effective and sufficiently precisemethod for stress calculation in glass-to-metal bead seals. To determine the stresses in a bead seal, the principle of correspondence of theelastic and visco-elastic problems was used [8], (9]. This principle was applied tothe solution adduced in [9]. With regard to this, the Laplace transforms of functionsof radial a,{t), tangential O"@ (t) and axial O"z (t) stresses (where t is time) may berepresented as follows: 

where
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a� (S) = r a, (t) e-st dt = [ 1 - ( �<:> rJ a, (S),

a: (S) = [1 + ( �:> rJ 0-1 (S),
a; (S) = a2 (S) + 2va; (8),

R*(S) !:J.L*(S)S 
2 - 2v + /3 1 + I - 2v E<u> 

2 - 2 v + /3 -E<in> R*(S)S
(1) 
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(S) = E<u> 
R*(S) !iL*(S)S

<12 E<u> . '
1 + E<m> (JR*(S)S

_E<u>, E<m> are modul of elasticity of the glass and the metal respectively,

(2) 

vis Poisson's ratio, which is considered constant for the glass and assumed
to be the same for both elements of the bead seal, 

r is the distance between the axis of the seal and the point at which the
stresses are calculated, 

S is a complex variable, 
E<u>R(t) is the relaxation function of the glass,

!iL(t) is the difference of the dilatometric changes in length of the metal and
glass elements, 

( 
D<u> )2 

f3 = -D<m> - I,

D<u>, D<m) are the diameters of the seal and the metal elements respectively (cf.
Fig. lb). 

The Laplace transform of the function of stresses in a sandwich seal a(t), whose
parameters are equal to Et>, E�m>, dt>, dim>, Ve (cf. Fig. la) may be written in the
following form·: 

(3) 

On comparing the equations (1), (2) and (3), one can draw the conclusion that in 
order to determine the stresses in a bead seal it is sufficient to calculate stresses
a1(t) and a2(t) in two equivalent sandwich seals. The parameters of these equivalent
Selas E<u> E<u> E<m> E<m> a<u> a<u> a<m> a<m> t t· f th ,. 11 . 

e,t, e,2, e,1' e,2' e,t, e,2' e,l' e,2' 'Ve,1, Ve,2 ffiUS sa 1S y e 10 OWing 

equations: 

( E<u> E g) - ----- E(g) = E(g) E(m) = E(m) = E<m)e, 1 - 2 _ 2 V + fJ ' e, 2 , e, 1 e, 2 , 

a<u> a<u>
d�°,,.� = (1 - 2v)/3, atm� = /3, Ve, t = Ve, 2 = 0. 

�1 �2 

When D<u> /D<m> 2: 4, the term 2va1(t) can be neglected in practical calculations
while maintaining a sufficient accuracy. In this instance the calculation of the axial
stresses is restricted to that described in [2]. 

RESULTS AND CONCLUSION 

The relationships obtained by the method suggested conform well to known expe
rimental data. These data include all the results presented in [7]. Of special interest
is the case when in the heated seal the sign of <1z remains the same but that of the
difference <1e-<1r changes at a certain temperature (cf. [2], where the experimental
results by I. N. Dulkina were presented). This experimental fact demonstrates
clearly that a purely elastic analysis is incapable of providing even � qualitative
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agreement between calculations and experimental data. Unfortunately, this partic
ular case was not analysed by the authors of [7]. We have chosen it to illustrate 
the validity of our method. 

Fig. 2 shows the experimental data (2), obtained by measuring the stresses in 
a bead seal by means of the photoelasticity method. The diagram clearly shows the 
variation of stresses <Yz (a) and the difference a0 - ar (b) arising in the course of 
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Fig. 2. Experimental ( X) and calculated (-) dependences of stresses in glass during the 
heating of a bead seal of borosilicate glass with molybdenum, which has been previously subjected 

to isothermal holding at 788 K for 3 hours; the rate of temperature changes during cooling and 
heating was 3 K per minute; 

D<u>/D<m> = 4; 

a: a,; b; a0 - a, for r = 0.62D<m>. 

heating of a seal which has previously been subjected to an isothermal hold at 
788 K. The necessary characteristics of the seal elements were taken over from [2] 
(these characteristics were also used in [7]). The results of the calculations are plo
tted as full lines. The calculated dependences conform well to the experimental 
data, so that the assumptions taken in the present paper may be considered to be 
correct. 
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VYPOCET PNUTf, VZNIKAJfCfHO PRI CHLAZENf SPOJE 
MEZI SKLEM A KOVEM V PERLE 

Sergej Viktorovic Borovinskij, Oleg Vsevolovic l\lazurin* 

Leningradsky technologicky institut Lensovetu, Leningrad 
*Ustav chemie silikatu Akademie ved SSSR, Leningrad

Bylo zjisteno, ze vypocet pnuti v porle muze byt zjednodusen tfm, ze je pfeveden na stanovene 
pnuti ve dvou ekvivalentnich sendvicovych spojich. Byly odvozeny vztahy pro vypocet pnutf 
v ekvivalentnich spojich. Vypocitane hodnoty dobfe soublasf s experimentalnimi vysledky. 

Obr. 1. Typy spoju mezi sklem a kovem; a - sendvicovy spoj, b - perlovy spoj, 1 - sklo, 2 - kov. 
Obr. 2. Experimentalne stanovena ( x) a vypoi5itana (-) zavislost pnuti ve skle v prubehu zahfivan• 

perloveho spoje boritokfemiciteho skla s molybdenem. Spoj byl chlazen izotermni vydrz,i pfi 
teplote 788 K 3 hodiny, rychlost teplotni zmeny behem chladnuti a zahfivani i5inila 3 K 
za minutu; 
D(gl/Dlml = 4; 
a; a,, b: a0 - ar ph r = 0,62D(ml. 

PACqET HAIIPHlliEHHil, 
BO 3 H I1 HA lO IIVI X fl P .H OT RUI r E B Y C l1 H HOB bl X C II A E B

C TE H .'I A C 11 E TA JI.TIO .\I 

Cepreii B1mTOpom1'f l:iopomrnnmii, 0.;:ier Bccrno.;:io;::i;onuq .\Iaaypun* 

.7enunepaoc1,,uu mexno.1ioeu11,ec1,,uii u1-1,cmumym u.uenu .1e11coeema, Jlenun2pao 
*Hncmumym xu.1iuu cu,11;u1,,a,1we AH CCCP, JieHu1-t2paiJ

YcTaHOB.;JeHO, "!TO pacqeT HarrpHlR8Hllii B 6yc11HKOBLIX crrarrx MOlliCT GbITb ynpo�eH CBe
P,CHlICM ero K onpe1-1e.;:ienmo nanpHmem1i,i B ;,Byx Jh:BIIBaJieHTHI.JX cJHi-\BII'IeBbIX crrarrx. 
IIoJiyqeHJ,I cpopMy.;:il,l /-\.;:!II Bbl'llIC�JeHlIJI napaMeTpOB 3KBllBaJieHTHI.JX cnaeB. PacqeTu no 
rrpeAJIOJR8HHOli MeTO/.\HRe xopomo corm1cyIOTC H C ll3B0CTHbIMII 3KcrrepIIMeHTa/IbHbIMll 
1-\aHHbIMII. 

Puc. 1. TunbL cnaee cmeK.W c .iiemaJt,io.At: a - c.mcleu,;eebiii cnaii, 6 - 6ycuH1>06biii cnaii; 
1 - cme1>Jto, 2 - .M;emaJlJl. 

Puc. 2. 91.cnepu.,.umma.1,bHb1e (x) u pac,;emnbie (-) aaeucu.M;ocmu 1-wnpa,:11Cenuu e cme1..11,e 
npu Ha2pee01--iuu 6ycw-t1.oeo20 cnaa, 6opocu.1,u1wmnoeo cme1>.1,a c .Moau6oeno.M;, 1wmopb!ii 
na cmaouu oxJtaJICiieHUR, noiJeep2aJtca- uaomep.1tu11,ec1.oii ebic/ep:>1C1.e npu 7 88 K e me
.,,enue 3 .,,acoe; c1.opocmb ua.11tenenu.a me.11tnepamypbi npu oxJtaJ1CiJe1-mu u 1-1,a2peea11.uu 
cocmaeaa,.11,a 3 K/MuH; 
fl(9l/fl<m> = 4; 
a : a,; b : <19 - a, rrpll r = 0,62D<m>.
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